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always a consideration with portable
layouts, I’d suggest sticking with light-
weight glued-plywood egg-box construc-
tion with dowels for section alignment.

I designed the curved backdrop
(use Masonite hardboard) with wings
on both ends to hide the exposed
edges of the backdrop. The unavoid-
able backdrop joints can be disguised
with tall structures.

Lighting is one aspect of layout con-
struction and design that never receives
enough attention. A sectional lighting
beam and valence made from thin ply-
wood sits above the front edge of the
layout, supported by cantilever beams
as shown. The layout can sit on
sawhorses or standard legs, with a sin-
gle leg to support the staging yard.

The staging yard is a removable two-
track swiveling sector plate (see side-
bar) six feet long. Each track can hold a
pair of four-axle road switchers, eight
assorted 40- and 50-foot cars, and a
caboose – a fair enough train in the cir-
cumstances, and a challenge to switch
in this compact yard.

Operation
The operating scheme assumes that

trains based in Leamington service a
number of surviving branches. In addi-
tion, transfers for the EL connection are
also made up and received. While this
yard belongs to the L&HR, both
Susquehanna and EL power are fre-
quent visitors.

The L&HR power at this period con-
sists of Alco C-420s, available from
Rivarossi/IHC. The older versions of
this model don’t run the greatest but
should fit an Atlas or Athearn drive,
which would improve matters. A cou-
ple of them, finished in the L&HR’s
blue and light gray with the big nose
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The Lehigh & Hudson River provides inspira-
tion for a neat HO switching layout. Here
C-420 no. 25 leads a long freight just south
of Warwick, N. Y., in May 1967. 

The L&HR was a loyal Alco customer over the
years, rostering C-420s and several RS-3s.
The road’s blue and gray paint scheme is
still visible beneath the grime on C-420s
nos. 29 and 21. This photo dates to July
1976, making these engines Conrail units.
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